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Intermediate 

Odd-Count Peyote 

Project 
Working knowledge of peyote and square 
stitch are required and are not taught in this 
tutorial. 

Delica 11/o Beads  
DB0200 White (162 beads or 1gr) 
DB2101 Duracoat Op Lt Lemon Ice (504 
beads or 3gr) 
DB2143 Matte Op Dyed Navy (369 beads or 
2gr) 
DB2144 Matte Op Dyed Cobalt (1578 beads 
or   8.5gr) 

Other Supplies/Tools 
4lbs Fireline (smoke) or thread of choice 
Size 11 beading needle 
Clasp shown: Beadsmith BeadSlide™ 
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Please note that the colors on the following chart have been chosen for ease of reading rather than to 

reflect the actual color of the beads used in Nautical Ikat on Blue. 

The full pattern given results in a 7 ¼” piece of beadwork. Length can easily be increased by adding 

additional rows of the background color to each end. For a 6 ¾” cuff start on Row 7, and end on the 

appropriate row to mirror the pattern. 

The original pictured on the cover was beaded using the following Miyuki size 11° Delica beads: 

1. DB2144 Matte Op Dyed Cobalt (1578 beads or 8.5 grams) 

2. DB2101 Duracoat Op Lt Lemon Ice (504 beads or 3 grams) 

3. DB0200 White (162 beads or 1 gram) 

4. DB2143 Matte Op Dyed Navy (369 beads or 2 grams) 

Please note that the bead counts given do not include beads used for a closure.  To plan your bead 

purchase, assume that 190 Delica beads = 1 gram. 

I like to use a beaded bead as the toggle in my closures. I create these by stitching a simple peyote 

rectangle and then “zipping” it up to create a tube. I attach the toggle as if it were a button, making 

sure to bury my stitches. A beaded loop provides the other end of the closure. 

To use BeadSlides clasps:  You must have a straight row which will be enclosed within the end tubes 

attached to the clasp. Peyote stitch has staggered rows. To modify this pattern, square stitch a bead 

on each “out” bead of the first and last rows of peyote. Sew through the new beads twice to secure 

before sewing through adjacent rows in a figure 8 path as shown, to further secure the rows.  
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